


KJV Bible Word Studies for CORRUPTED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

corrupted 4595 # sepo {say'-po}; apparently a primary verb; to putrefy, i.e. (figuratively) perish: -- be 
{corrupted}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

corrupted 4595 - sepo {say'-po}; apparently a primary verb; to putrefy, i.e. (figuratively) perish: -- be 
{corrupted}. 

uncorrupted 0106 - azumos {ad'-zoo-mos}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and 2219; unleavened, i.e. 
(figuratively) {uncorrupted}; (in the neutral plural) specially (by implication) the Passover week: -- 
unleavened (bread). 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the definitions.

0862 + immortal + incorruptible + but of incorruptible + of the uncorruptible + but we an incorruptible + in that which is not corruptible +/ . aphthartos {af'-thar-tos}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and a 
derivative of 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; undecaying (in essence or continuance): --not (in-, un-)corruptible, 
immortal . 

1311 + perish + corrupteth + of corrupt + were destroyed + them which destroy + and shouldest destroy +/ . diaphtheiro {dee-af-thi'-ro}; from 1225 + was accused +/ and 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt +
did corrupt + we have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; to rot thoroughly, i .e . (by implication) to ruin (passively, decay utterly, figuratively, pervert): --corrupt, destroy, perish . 

2704 + perish + of corrupt + not ; and shall utterly +/ . katphtheiro {kat-af-thi'-ro}; from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + cause + And at 
+ before + toward + matter + Against + covered + through + against + in every + me after + my state + touching + us after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but on + according + and 
every + but after + in respect + Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + throughout + concerning + upon you on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him against + as touching + that 
through + unto them at + things after + laid against + is according + it not after + we according + not ye after + and in every + particularly + it according + him according + you according + as concerning + and not after + 
not according + As concerning + for him after + man according + Not according + day according + but according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be against + for that after + of him through + 
things against + thing according + which are among + be done through + by you according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according + but not according + which is according + shall 
be according + of me is not after + with them according + to him out of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me according + For they that are after + him that was born 
after + any thing to the charge + but they that are after + let us prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is not with me is against + him not for he that is not against +/ and
5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; to spoil entirely, i .e . (literally) to destroy; or (figuratively) to deprave; --corrupt, 
utterly perish . 

4550 + corrupt + the bad + can a corrupt + but a corrupt + doth a corrupt +/ . sapros {sap-ros'}; from 4595 + are corrupted +/ ; rotten, i .e . worthless (literally or morally): --bad, corrupt . Compare 4190 + of his evil 4190- 
of his evil 4190- bad + lewd + evil + harm + wicked + of evil + an evil + be evil + as evil + is evil + ye evil + are evil + not evil + But evil + the evil + A wicked + by wicked + were evil + the evils + and wicked + forth evil + is 
an evil + the wicked + and of evil + and an evil + in the evil + that wicked + from an evil + us from evil + and grievous + And the evil + of the wicked + in wickedness + of you an evil + out of the evil + and to the evil + and 
that wicked + thee thou wicked + unto them An evil + thine eye is evil + us with malicious + things and an evil + that which is evil + them from the evil + unto him Thou wicked + who was of that wicked + from them and 
the evil + unto him O thou wicked +/ . 

4595 + are corrupted +/ . sepo {say'-po}; apparently a primary verb; to putrefy, i .e . (figuratively) perish: --be corrupted . 

5349 + corruptible + a corruptible + to corruptible + with corruptible + not of corruptible +/ . phthartos {fthar-tos'}; from 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have corrupted + things 
they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; decayed, i .e . (by implication) perishable: --corruptible . 

5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ . phtheiro {fthi'-ro}; probably strengthened from phthio (to pine or waste); properly, to 
shrivel or wither, i .e . to spoil (by any process) or (generally) to ruin (especially figuratively, by moral influences, to deprave): --corrupt (self), defile, destroy . 

5352 + withereth + whose fruit +/ . phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the base of 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have corrupted + 
things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ) and 3703 + And the fruits +/ (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): --whose fruit withereth . 

5355 + envy + of envy + to envy + Envyings + and envy + and envies + him for envy + that for envy +/ . phthonos {fthon'-os}; probably akin to the base of 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + 
we have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; ill-will (as detraction), i .e . jealousy (spite): --envy . 

5356 + corruption + are to perish + and destroyed + of corruption + in corruption + the corruption + doth corruption +/ . phthora {fthor-ah'}; from 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we 
have corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ; decay, i .e . ruin (spontaneous or inflicted, literally or figuratively): --corruption, destroy, perish . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

14 - corrupted 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

corrupted 4595 ** sepo ** be {corrupted}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

corrupted 4595 sepo * {corrupted} , {4595 sepo } , 5351 phtheiro ,

corrupted 5351 phtheiro * {corrupted} , 4595 sepo , {5351 phtheiro } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* corrupted , 4595 , 5351 ,

- corrupted , 7843 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

corrupted - 4595 {corrupted},

corrupted - 5351 corrupt, {corrupted}, defile, destroy,
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

corrupted , GEN_06_12,

corrupted , EXO_08_24 , EXO_32_07 ,

corrupted , DEU_09_12 , DEU_32_05 ,

corrupted , JUD_02_19,

corrupted , EZE_16_47 , EZE_28_17,

corrupted , HOS_09_09 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

corrupted 2Co_07_02 # Receive us; we have wronged no man, we have corrupted no man, we have 
defrauded no man.

corrupted 2Co_11_03 # But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so 
your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.

corrupted Deu_09_12 # And the LORD said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly from hence; for thy 
people which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt have corrupted [themselves]; they are quickly turned 
aside out of the way which I commanded them; they have made them a molten image.

corrupted Deu_32_05 # They have corrupted themselves, their spot [is] not [the spot] of his children: [they 
are] a perverse and crooked generation.

corrupted Exo_08_24 # And the LORD did so; and there came a grievous swarm [of flies] into the house of 
Pharaoh, and [into] his servants' houses, and into all the land of Egypt: the land was corrupted by reason of
the swarm [of flies].

corrupted Exo_32_07 # And the LORD said unto Moses, Go, get thee down; for thy people, which thou 
broughtest out of the land of Egypt, have corrupted [themselves]:

corrupted Eze_16_47 # Yet hast thou not walked after their ways, nor done after their abominations: but, 
as [if that were] a very little [thing], thou wast corrupted more than they in all thy ways.

corrupted Eze_28_17 # Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by
reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they may behold 
thee.

corrupted Gen_06_12 # And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had 
corrupted his way upon the earth.

corrupted Hos_09_09 # They have deeply corrupted [themselves], as in the days of Gibeah: [therefore] he 
will remember their iniquity, he will visit their sins.

corrupted Jam_05_02 # Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten.

corrupted Jud_02_19 # And it came to pass, when the judge was dead, [that] they returned, and corrupted 
[themselves] more than their fathers, in following other gods to serve them, and to bow down unto them; 
they ceased not from their own doings, nor from their stubborn way.

corrupted Mal_02_08 # But ye are departed out of the way; ye have caused many to stumble at the law; ye 
have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts.

corrupted Zep_03_07 # I said, Surely thou wilt fear me, thou wilt receive instruction; so their dwelling 
should not be cut off, howsoever I punished them: but they rose early, [and] corrupted all their doings.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

corrupted all their Zep_03_07 # I said, Surely thou wilt fear me, thou wilt receive instruction; so their 
dwelling should not be cut off, howsoever I punished them: but they rose early, [and] corrupted all their 
doings.

corrupted and your Jam_05_02 # Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten.

corrupted by reason Exo_08_24 # And the LORD did so; and there came a grievous swarm [of flies] into 
the house of Pharaoh, and [into] his servants' houses, and into all the land of Egypt: the land was corrupted
by reason of the swarm [of flies].

corrupted from the 2Co_11_03 # But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his 
subtlety, so your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.

corrupted his way Gen_06_12 # And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh 
had corrupted his way upon the earth.

corrupted more than Eze_16_47 # Yet hast thou not walked after their ways, nor done after their 
abominations: but, as [if that were] a very little [thing], thou wast corrupted more than they in all thy ways.

corrupted no man 2Co_07_02 # Receive us; we have wronged no man, we have corrupted no man, we have 
defrauded no man.

corrupted the covenant Mal_02_08 # But ye are departed out of the way; ye have caused many to stumble 
at the law; ye have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts.

corrupted themselves as Hos_09_09 # They have deeply corrupted [themselves], as in the days of Gibeah: 
[therefore] he will remember their iniquity, he will visit their sins.

corrupted themselves more Jud_02_19 # And it came to pass, when the judge was dead, [that] they 
returned, and corrupted [themselves] more than their fathers, in following other gods to serve them, and to 
bow down unto them; they ceased not from their own doings, nor from their stubborn way.

corrupted themselves their Deu_32_05 # They have corrupted themselves, their spot [is] not [the spot] of his
children: [they are] a perverse and crooked generation.

corrupted themselves they Deu_09_12 # And the LORD said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly from 
hence; for thy people which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt have corrupted [themselves]; they are 
quickly turned aside out of the way which I commanded them; they have made them a molten image.

corrupted themselves Exo_32_07 # And the LORD said unto Moses, Go, get thee down; for thy people, 
which thou broughtest out of the land of Egypt, have corrupted [themselves]:

corrupted thy wisdom Eze_28_17 # Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted 
thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they 
may behold thee.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

corrupted all their doings Zep_03_07 



corrupted GEN 006 012 And God <00430 +>elohiym > looked <07200 +ra>ah > upon the earth <00776 +>erets >
, and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , it was corrupt <07843 +shachath > ; for all <03605 +kol > flesh <01320 +basar 
> had {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > his way upon the earth <00776 +>erets > . corrupted EXO 008 024 And 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > did <06213 + so <03651 +ken > ; and there came <00935 +bow> > a grievous 
<03515 +kabed > swarm <06157 + [ of flies ] into the house <01004 +bayith > of Pharaoh <06547 +Par , and [ 
into ] his servants <05650 + houses <01004 +bayith > , and into all <03605 +kol > the land <00776 +>erets > of 
Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > : the land <00776 +>erets > was {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > by reason <06440 
+paniym > of the swarm <06157 + [ of flies ] . corrupted EXO 032 007 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
said <01696 +dabar > unto Moses <04872 +Mosheh > , Go <03212 +yalak > , get <03381 +yarad > thee down 
<03381 +yarad > ; for thy people <05971 + , which <00834 +>aher > thou broughtest <05927 + out of the land 
<00776 +>erets > of Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > , have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > [ themselves ] : 
corrupted DEU 009 012 And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > said <00559 +>amar > unto me , Arise <06965 
+quwm > , get <03381 +yarad > thee down <03381 +yarad > quickly <04118 +maher > from hence <02088 +zeh 
> ; for thy people <05971 + which <00834 +>aher > thou hast brought <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > 
out of Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > [ themselves ] ; they are quickly 
<04118 +maher > turned <05493 +cuwr > aside out of the way <01870 +derek > which <00834 +>aher > I 
commanded <06680 +tsavah > them ; they have made <06213 + them a molten <04541 +maccekah > image . 
corrupted DEU 032 005 They have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > themselves , their spot <03971 +m>uwm > [ 
is ] not [ the spot ] of his children <01121 +ben > : [ they are ] a perverse <06141 + and crooked <06618 
+p@thaltol > generation <01755 +dowr > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

corrupted ^ Zep_03_07 / corrupted /^all their doings. 

corrupted ^ Jam_05_02 / corrupted /^and your garments are motheaten. 

corrupted ^ Exo_08_24 / corrupted /^by reason of the swarm [of flies]. 

corrupted ^ 2Co_11_03 / corrupted /^from the simplicity that is in Christ. 

corrupted ^ Gen_06_12 / corrupted /^his way upon the earth. 

corrupted ^ Eze_16_47 / corrupted /^more than they in all thy ways. 

corrupted ^ 2Co_07_02 / corrupted /^no man, we have defrauded no man. 

corrupted ^ Mal_02_08 / corrupted /^the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts. 

corrupted ^ Deu_32_05 / corrupted /^themselves, their spot [is] not [the spot] of his children: [they are] a 
perverse and crooked generation. 

corrupted ^ Jud_02_19 / corrupted /^themselves] more than their fathers, in following other gods to serve 
them, and to bow down unto them; they ceased not from their own doings, nor from their stubborn way. 

corrupted ^ Hos_09_09 / corrupted /^themselves], as in the days of Gibeah: [therefore] he will remember 
their iniquity, he will visit their sins. 

corrupted ^ Exo_32_07 / corrupted /^themselves]: 

corrupted ^ Deu_09_12 / corrupted /^themselves]; they are quickly turned aside out of the way which I 
commanded them; they have made them a molten image. 

corrupted ^ Eze_28_17 / corrupted /^thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground,
I will lay thee before kings, that they may behold thee. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

corrupted ......... are corrupted 4595 -sepo-> 

corrupted ......... should be corrupted 5351 -phtheiro-> 

corrupted ......... we have corrupted 5351 -phtheiro-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

corrupted Hos_09_09 They have deeply {corrupted} [themselves], as in the days of Gibeah: [therefore] he 
will remember their iniquity, he will visit their sins. 

corrupted Gen_06_12 And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had 
{corrupted} his way upon the earth. 

corrupted Jam_05_02 Your riches are {corrupted}, and your garments are motheaten. 

corrupted Mal_02_08 But ye are departed out of the way; ye have caused many to stumble at the law; ye 
have {corrupted} the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts. 

corrupted 2Co_11_03 But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so 
your minds should be {corrupted} from the simplicity that is in Christ. 

corrupted Deu_32_05 They have {corrupted} themselves, their spot [is] not [the spot] of his children: [they 
are] a perverse and crooked generation. 

corrupted Exo_08_24 And the LORD did so; and there came a grievous swarm [of flies] into the house of 
Pharaoh, and [into] his servants' houses, and into all the land of Egypt: the land was {corrupted} by reason 
of the swarm [of flies]. 

corrupted Exo_32_07 And the LORD said unto Moses, Go, get thee down; for thy people, which thou 
broughtest out of the land of Egypt, have {corrupted} [themselves]: 

corrupted Eze_16_47 Yet hast thou not walked after their ways, nor done after their abominations: but, as 
[if that were] a very little [thing], thou wast {corrupted} more than they in all thy ways. 

corrupted Eze_28_17 Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast {corrupted} thy wisdom by
reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they may behold 
thee. 

corrupted Jud_02_19 And it came to pass, when the judge was dead, [that] they returned, and {corrupted} 
[themselves] more than their fathers, in following other gods to serve them, and to bow down unto them; 
they ceased not from their own doings, nor from their stubborn way. 

corrupted Zep_03_07 I said, Surely thou wilt fear me, thou wilt receive instruction; so their dwelling should
not be cut off, howsoever I punished them: but they rose early, [and] {corrupted} all their doings. 

corrupted 2Co_07_02 Receive us; we have wronged no man, we have {corrupted} no man, we have 
defrauded no man. 

corrupted Deu_09_12 And the LORD said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly from hence; for thy people
which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt have {corrupted} [themselves]; they are quickly turned aside 
out of the way which I commanded them; they have made them a molten image. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

corrupted ^ 2Co_07_02 Receive <5562> (5657) us <2248>; we have wronged <0091> (5656) no man <3762>,
we have {corrupted} <5351> (5656) no man <3762>, we have defrauded <4122> (5656) no man <3762>. 

corrupted ^ Jam_05_02 Your <5216> riches <4149> are {corrupted} <4595> (5754), and <2532> your 
<5216> garments <2440> are <1096> (5754) motheaten <4598>. 

corrupted ^ 2Co_11_03 But <1161> I fear <5399> (5736), lest <3381> by any means <4458>, as <5613> the 
serpent <3789> beguiled <1818> (5656) Eve <2096> through <1722> his <0846> subtilty <3834>, so <3779> 
your <5216> minds <3540> should be {corrupted} <5351> (5652) from <0575> the simplicity <0572> that is 
in <1519> Christ <5547>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
corrupted 2Co_07_02 Receive (5562 -choreo -) us ; we have wronged (0091 -adikeo -) no (3762 -oudeis -) 
man (3762 -oudeis -) , we have {corrupted} (5351 -phtheiro -) no (3762 -oudeis -) man (3762 -oudeis -) , we 
have defrauded (4122 -pleonekteo -) no (3762 -oudeis -) man (3762 -oudeis -) . 

corrupted 2Co_11_03 But I fear (5399 -phobeo -) , lest (3381 -mepos -) by any (3381 -mepos -) means (4458 -
-pos -) , as the serpent (3789 -ophis -) beguiled (1818 -exapatao -) Eve (2096 -Eua -) through (1722 -en -) his 
subtilty (3834 -panourgia -) , so (3779 -houto -) your (5216 -humon -) minds (3540 -noema -) should be 
{corrupted} (5351 -phtheiro -) from the simplicity (0572 -haplotes -) that is in Christ (5547 -Christos -) . 

corrupted Deu_09_12 And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto me , Arise (06965 
+quwm ) , get (03381 +yarad ) thee down (03381 +yarad ) quickly (04118 +maher ) from hence (02088 +zeh 
) ; for thy people (05971 +(am ) which (00834 +)aher ) thou hast brought (03318 +yatsa) ) forth (03318 
+yatsa) ) out of Egypt (04714 +Mitsrayim ) have {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) [ themselves ] ; they are 
quickly (04118 +maher ) turned (05493 +cuwr ) aside out of the way (01870 +derek ) which (00834 +)aher ) 
I commanded (06680 +tsavah ) them ; they have made (06213 +(asah ) them a molten (04541 +maccekah ) 
image . 

corrupted Deu_32_05 They have {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) themselves , their spot (03971 +m)uwm ) [ 
is ] not [ the spot ] of his children (01121 +ben ):[ they are ] a perverse (06141 +(iqqesh ) and crooked (06618
+p@thaltol ) generation (01755 +dowr ) . 

corrupted Exo_08_24 And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) did (06213 +(asah ) so (03651 +ken ) ; and there 
came (00935 +bow) ) a grievous (03515 +kabed ) swarm (06157 +(arob ) [ of flies ] into the house (01004 
+bayith ) of Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) , and [ into ] his servants (05650 +(ebed ) houses (01004 +bayith ) , 
and into all (03605 +kol ) the land (00776 +)erets ) of Egypt (04714 +Mitsrayim ):the land (00776 +)erets ) 
was {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) by reason (06440 +paniym ) of the swarm (06157 +(arob ) [ of flies ] . 
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corrupted Exo_32_07 . And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) said (01696 +dabar ) unto Moses (04872 
+Mosheh ) , Go (03212 +yalak ) , get (03381 +yarad ) thee down (03381 +yarad ) ; for thy people (05971 
+(am ) , which (00834 +)aher ) thou broughtest (05927 +(alah ) out of the land (00776 +)erets ) of Egypt 
(04714 +Mitsrayim ) , have {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) [ themselves ] : 

corrupted Eze_16_47 Yet hast thou not walked (01980 +halak ) after their ways (01870 +derek ) , nor done 
(06213 +(asah ) after their abominations (08441 +tow(ebah ):but , as [ if that were ] a very (06985 +qat ) 
little (04592 +m@(at ) [ thing ] , thou wast {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) more than they in all (03605 +kol
) thy ways (01870 +derek ) . 

corrupted Eze_28_17 Thine heart (03820 +leb ) was lifted (01361 +gabahh ) up because of thy beauty 
(03308 +yophiy ) , thou hast {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) thy wisdom (02451 +chokmah ) by reason 
(05921 +(al ) of thy brightness (03314 +yiph(ah ):I will cast (07993 +shalak ) thee to the ground (00776 
+)erets ) , I will lay (05414 +nathan ) thee before (06440 +paniym ) kings (04428 +melek ) , that they may 
behold (07200 +ra)ah ) thee . 

corrupted Gen_06_12 And God (00430 +)elohiym ) looked (07200 +ra)ah ) upon the earth (00776 +)erets ) , 
and , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , it was corrupt (07843 +shachath ) ; for all (03605 +kol ) flesh (01320 +basar 
) had {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) his way upon the earth (00776 +)erets ) . 

corrupted Hos_09_09 They have deeply (06009 +(amaq ) {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) [ themselves ] , as 
in the days (03117 +yowm ) of Gibeah (01390 +Gib(ah ):[ therefore ] he will remember (02142 +zakar ) their
iniquity (05771 +(avon ) , he will visit (06485 +paqad ) their sins (02403 +chatta)ah ) . 

corrupted Jam_05_02 Your (5216 -humon -) riches (4149 -ploutos -) are {corrupted} (4595 -sepo -) , and 
your (5216 -humon -) garments (2440 -himation -) are motheaten (4598 -setobrotos -) . 

corrupted Jud_02_19 And it came (01961 +hayah ) to pass , when the judge (08199 +shaphat ) was dead 
(04191 +muwth ) , [ that ] they returned (07725 +shuwb ) , and {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) [ themselves 
] more than their fathers (1) , in following other (00312 +)acher ) gods (00430 +)elohiym ) to serve (05647 
+(abad ) them , and to bow (07812 +shachah ) down (07812 +shachah ) unto them ; they ceased (05307 
+naphal ) not from their own doings (04611 +ma(alal ) , nor from their stubborn (07186 +qasheh ) way 
(01870 +derek ) . 

corrupted Mal_02_08 But ye are departed (05493 +cuwr ) out of the way (01870 +derek ) ; ye have caused 
many (07227 +rab ) to stumble (03782 +kashal ) at the law (08451 +towrah ) ; ye have {corrupted} (07843 
+shachath ) the covenant (01285 +b@riyth ) of Levi (03878 +Leviy ) , saith (00559 +)amar ) the LORD 
(03068 +Y@hovah ) of hosts (06635 +tsaba) ) . 

corrupted Zep_03_07 I said (00559 +)amar ) , Surely thou wilt fear (03372 +yare) ) me , thou wilt receive 
(03947 +laqach ) instruction (04148 +muwcar ) ; so their dwelling (04583 +ma(own ) should not be cut 
(03772 +karath ) off , howsoever I punished (06485 +paqad ) them:but they rose (07925 +shakam ) early 
(07925 +shakam ) , [ and ] {corrupted} (07843 +shachath ) all (03605 +kol ) their doings (05949 +(aliylah ) . 
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corrupted GEN 006 012 And God <00430 +>elohiym > looked <07200 +ra>ah > upon the earth <00776 +>erets >
, and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , it was corrupt <07843 +shachath > ; for all <03605 +kol > flesh <01320 +basar 
> had {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > his way upon the earth <00776 +>erets > . corrupted EXO 008 024 And 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > did <06213 + so <03651 +ken > ; and there came <00935 +bow> > a grievous 
<03515 +kabed > swarm <06157 + [ of flies ] into the house <01004 +bayith > of Pharaoh <06547 +Par , and [ 
into ] his servants <05650 + houses <01004 +bayith > , and into all <03605 +kol > the land <00776 +>erets > of 
Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > : the land <00776 +>erets > was {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > by reason <06440 
+paniym > of the swarm <06157 + [ of flies ] . corrupted EXO 032 007 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
said <01696 +dabar > unto Moses <04872 +Mosheh > , Go <03212 +yalak > , get <03381 +yarad > thee down 
<03381 +yarad > ; for thy people <05971 + , which <00834 +>aher > thou broughtest <05927 + out of the land 
<00776 +>erets > of Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > , have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > [ themselves ] : 
corrupted DEU 009 012 And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > said <00559 +>amar > unto me , Arise <06965 
+quwm > , get <03381 +yarad > thee down <03381 +yarad > quickly <04118 +maher > from hence <02088 +zeh 
> ; for thy people <05971 + which <00834 +>aher > thou hast brought <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > 
out of Egypt <04714 +Mitsrayim > have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > [ themselves ] ; they are quickly 
<04118 +maher > turned <05493 +cuwr > aside out of the way <01870 +derek > which <00834 +>aher > I 
commanded <06680 +tsavah > them ; they have made <06213 + them a molten <04541 +maccekah > image . 
corrupted DEU 032 005 They have {corrupted} <07843 +shachath > themselves , their spot <03971 +m>uwm > [ 
is ] not [ the spot ] of his children <01121 +ben > : [ they are ] a perverse <06141 + and crooked <06618 
+p@thaltol > generation <01755 +dowr > . * corrupted , 4595 sepo , 5351 phtheiro , corrupted -4595 {corrupted},
corrupted -5351 corrupt, {corrupted}, defile, destroy, corrupted -7843 battered , cast , corrupt , {corrupted} , 
corrupters , corrupting , corruptly , destroy , destroyed , destroyer , destroyers , destroyest , destroyeth , destroying
, destruction , lose , mar , marred , perish , spilled , spoilers , wasted , waster , corrupted 4595 ** sepo ** be 
{corrupted}. corrupted ......... are corrupted 4595 -sepo-> corrupted ......... should be corrupted 5351 -phtheiro-> 
corrupted ......... we have corrupted 5351 -phtheiro-> corrupted 4595 # sepo {say'-po}; apparently a primary verb; 
to putrefy, i.e. (figuratively) perish: -- be {corrupted}.[ql corrupted 003 007 Zep /^{corrupted /all their doings . 
corrupted 005 002 Jam /${corrupted /and your garments are motheaten . corrupted 008 024 Exo /^{corrupted /by 
reason of the swarm of flies. corrupted 011 003 IICo /${corrupted /from the simplicity that is in Christ . corrupted 
006 012 Gen /^{corrupted /his way upon the earth . corrupted 016 047 Eze /^{corrupted /more than they in all thy 
ways . corrupted 007 002 IICo /${corrupted /no man , we have defrauded no man . corrupted 002 008 Mal 
/^{corrupted /the covenant of Levi , saith the LORD of hosts . corrupted 002 019 Jug /^{corrupted /themselves 
more than their fathers , in following other gods to serve them, and to bow down unto them; they ceased not from 
their own doings , nor from their stubborn way . corrupted 009 009 Hos /^{corrupted /themselves, as in the days 
of Gibeah : therefore he will remember their iniquity , he will visit their sins . corrupted 032 005 Deu /^{corrupted
/themselves, their spot is not the spot of his children : they are a perverse and crooked generation . corrupted 032 
007 Exo /^{corrupted /themselves: corrupted 009 012 Deu /^{corrupted /themselves; they are quickly turned aside
out of the way which I commanded them; they have made them a molten image . corrupted 028 017 Eze 
/^{corrupted /thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness : I will cast thee to the ground , I will lay thee before kings , 
that they may behold thee. corrupted 14 - 



* corrupted , 4595 sepo , 5351 phtheiro ,



corrupted -4595 {corrupted}, corrupted -5351 corrupt, {corrupted}, defile, destroy,



corrupted -7843 battered , cast , corrupt , {corrupted} , corrupters , corrupting , corruptly , destroy , destroyed , 
destroyer , destroyers , destroyest , destroyeth , destroying , destruction , lose , mar , marred , perish , spilled , 
spoilers , wasted , waster ,



corrupted 4595 ** sepo ** be {corrupted}.





corrupted ......... are corrupted 4595 -sepo-> corrupted ......... should be corrupted 5351 -phtheiro-> corrupted .........
we have corrupted 5351 -phtheiro->



corrupted 4595 # sepo {say'-po}; apparently a primary verb; to putrefy, i.e. (figuratively) perish: -- be 
{corrupted}.[ql
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corrupted Zep_03_07 /^{corrupted /all their doings . corrupted Jam_05_02 /${corrupted /and your garments are 
motheaten . corrupted Exo_08_24 /^{corrupted /by reason of the swarm of flies. corrupted 2Co_11_03 
/${corrupted /from the simplicity that is in Christ . corrupted Gen_06_12 /^{corrupted /his way upon the earth . 
corrupted Eze_16_47 /^{corrupted /more than they in all thy ways . corrupted 2Co_07_02 /${corrupted /no man , 
we have defrauded no man . corrupted Mal_02_08 /^{corrupted /the covenant of Levi , saith the LORD of hosts . 
corrupted Jud_02_19 /^{corrupted /themselves more than their fathers , in following other gods to serve them, and
to bow down unto them; they ceased not from their own doings , nor from their stubborn way . corrupted 
Hos_09_09 /^{corrupted /themselves, as in the days of Gibeah : therefore he will remember their iniquity , he will 
visit their sins . corrupted Deu_32_05 /^{corrupted /themselves, their spot is not the spot of his children : they are 
a perverse and crooked generation . corrupted Exo_32_07 /^{corrupted /themselves: corrupted Deu_09_12 
/^{corrupted /themselves; they are quickly turned aside out of the way which I commanded them; they have made 
them a molten image . corrupted Eze_28_17 /^{corrupted /thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness : I will cast 
thee to the ground , I will lay thee before kings , that they may behold thee.
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